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ABSTRACT
The quality of a 3D volume visualization heavily depends on a representative transfer function which
is responsible for mapping the original density values to color and opacity. Finding a suitable transfer
function is often a tedious task if done manually in a trial-and-error fashion by specifying piecewise linear
functions for each color and opacity channel. Contrary, image-based models exploring features like gradi-
ent magnitude, histogram, or edge detection do not consider much user interaction as performed almost
autonomously. Hence, we propose a new paradigm which integrates the user into the transfer function
speciﬁcation process. This allows an intuitive speciﬁcation within an Augmented Reality environment by
providing diﬀerent predeﬁned shape functions which can easily be adjusted. Moreover, a new approach is
introduced which utilizes spatial information as an additional transfer function. This opens a completely
new way of exploration in volume visualization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Direct volume rendering (DVR) has established
to an accepted visualization method for sampled,
computed, or modeled 3D data in recent years.
Especially in the medical ﬁeld, where modalities
like computed tomography (CT) or magnetic res-
onance (MR) generate these datasets, DVR re-
veals insight to the user which is not or only re-
stricted possible with surface based models. Dif-
ferent software-based visualization methods ex-
ist for DVR (see [Lacro94, Malzb93]), however,
hardware-based methods have gained much atten-
tion because of increasing GPU technologies.
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Todays graphics cards often come with at least
128 MB of memory which is enough for reasonable
medical datasets. In addition, new hardware fea-
tures like texture shaders or register combiners al-
low fast GPU processing. Recent DVR techniques
make use of this hardware functionality providing
interactive frame-rates.
Apart from the rendering itself, transfer function
speciﬁcation - a.k.a. intensity classiﬁcation - plays
an important role in this visualization discipline
as they specify the mapping between the sampled
data and the ﬁnal color and opacity values. In con-
trast to thresholding where only one value speciﬁes
the visualization output, transfer functions deﬁne
the color and opacity of one voxel by one-, or even
multi-dimensional functions. This allows the user
to point out diﬀerent features which cannot be vi-
sualized using indirect rendering techniques (e.g.
iso-surface rendering) using one threshold value.
The only problem is that ﬁnding a good transfer
function is often discouraging, as being a hard and
tedious task. Hence, users are often overcharged.
This is because the mapping is speciﬁed by draw-
ing piecewise linear functions. Contrary, image-
based methods which include information like gra-dient magnitude, histogram, or others allow too
little user interaction.
This paper is concerened about these problems
and suggests a method for deﬁning user-centric
transfer functions in a quick and easy way. In
this paper, we focus on opacity mapping func-
tions. By taking advantage of an Augmented Re-
ality (AR) user interface, the user is able to apply
and adjust diﬀerent kinds of predeﬁned transfer
functions easily. Additionally, an approach is pre-
sented which integrates spatial information as a
new transfer function. This means in particular,
that diﬀerent regions of interest can be speciﬁed
which in turn act as an additional transfer func-
tion. Consequently, diﬀerent parts of the volume
can be pointed out, while unimportant regions are
invisible.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses related work for diﬀerent transfer func-
tion speciﬁcation methods and volume rendering
techniques. Section 3 outlines volume rendering
within Augmented Reality environments. Sec-
tion 4 presents diﬀerent simple predeﬁned transfer
functions which target on intensity values of the
volume dataset. Additionally the novel spatial-
dependent transfer function model is explained.
Before showing some results in Section 6, the use
within an AR environment is shown. Finally, con-
clusions and future work are presented.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Transfer Functions
Although direct volume rendering has been and
still is an active research ﬁeld in the last years,
only few groups have focused on the task of mak-
ing transfer functions speciﬁcation easy and in-
tuitive to the user. He et al. [He96] generate
transfer functions by stochastic search techniques.
This search is treated as a parameter optimization
problem and addresses diﬀerent stochastic tech-
niques. This method has been integrated into
the VolVis package developed at SUNY Stony
Brook [Avila94]. By using a thumbnail gallery
of pre-rendered images, the user can select the
best transfer function. Another gallery approach
is presented in [K¨ onig01] where small thumbnails
are generated and arranged according to their re-
lationship with spaces of data values, color, and
opacity. A quite recent work of Botha and Post
presents a fast method for ﬁnding the suitable
transfer function by an immediate fast visual feed-
back model [Botha02]. The main motivation for
this work is software-based rendering where an up-
date of the transfer function is not an interactive
task.
An image-based method is presented by Fang et
al. [Fang98] where they integrate diﬀerent 3D im-
age processing tools into the volume visualization
pipeline to facilitate the search for an image-based
transfer function. Diﬀerent operations like im-
age smoothing or diﬀerent sharping methods are
included. User interaction is not demanded ex-
cept parameter tuning. A semi-automatic genera-
tion of transfer functions is presented in [Kindl98].
This approach is also image-based and includes
histogram based methods. User interaction is also
restricted to parameter setting.
Aside from all these methods, Kniss et al. have
presented a method for using multi-dimensional
transfer functions based on data value, gradi-
ent magnitude, and the second directional deriva-
tive [Kniss02]. By applying this new technique
diﬀerent material boundaries are easy to generate.
However, the user interface gets more complex by
using multi-dimensional transfer functions. Direct
manipulation widgets are introduced which allow
the adjustment of each dimension.
In [Pﬁst01], an evaluation of four diﬀerent trans-
fer function speciﬁcation methods is presented.
One method is “trial-and-error”, two methods are
data-centric, and one method is image-centric. In
the conclusion of this evaluation it turned out that
it doesn’t matter if the technique is automatic,
semi-automatic or manual unless it is fast and sim-
ple for the user. This conclusion - to be fast and
simple - has motivated us to think about a new
way for transfer function speciﬁcation.
2.2 Hardware Volume Rendering
As transfer functions are always combined with
direct volume rendering, we outline some recent
work and techniques very brieﬂy for a better un-
derstanding.
Apart from various software volume rending tech-
niques, diﬀerent hardware-based methods have
been presented in recent work. By using texture
memory, the data volume is sampled, classiﬁed,
and rendered to a proxy geometry exclusively on
the graphics card. In that case, transfer functions
are realized as a lookup table which is itself a 2D
texture1.
1Note: dependent textures in OpenGL are realized
through 2D textures, although they contain 1D data in
this case.In hardware volume rendering, two diﬀerent tech-
niques are present. The ﬁrst method is an object-
aligned approach and uses 2D textures along ma-
jor axis of the data [Rezk-00]. The main disad-
vantage is that three copies of the volume must
be kept in memory, each for one axis. The sec-
ond method is called view-aligned and uses a 3D
texture buﬀer to keep the volume data [Engel02].
The typical proxy geometry are parallel quads.
However, spherical shells are also very popular to
eliminate the artifacts caused by perspective pro-
jection [LaMar99].
3 AUGMENTED REALITY
BASED VOLUME REN-
DERING
Volume visualization if often integrated in some
desktop-based applications. This is mainly be-
cause new developed algorithms are easier and
faster to test on the same machine where the
algorithms are implemented, namely on a com-
mon desktop machine. However, for some appli-
cations it is desirable to integrate volume visual-
ization into a 3D Virtual or Augmented Reality
environment with completely diﬀerent user input
devices. In our case, volume visualization is an
integrated part of the liver surgery planning sys-
tem (LSPS) which is an on-going research project
and enables physicians to visualize and reﬁne seg-
mented liver datasets, as well as to simulate and
evaluate diﬀerent resection plans within an AR en-
vironment [Borni03]. LSPS uses the Studierstube
as an AR library which provides interaction with
a pencil and a panel [Schma96].
Figure 1: Volume rendering in LSPS showing ad-
ditional surface rendering and CT context infor-
mation.
Figure 1 shows our AR volume visualization in-
cluding surface rendering of a segmented vessel
tree and a green colored tumor. Additionally,
CT context information can be displayed on the
backside of the panel reﬂecting the original vol-
ume dataset. The ﬁrst implemented transfer func-
tion speciﬁcation method uses the panel to draw
piecewise linear functions for the speciﬁcation (see
Figure 2). For each channel a mapping function
could be drawn free-hand in a trial-and-error fash-
ion. However, this ﬁrst approach leads to sev-
eral diﬃculties. Firstly, drawing lines freehand
on the panel by using the pencil turned out to
be very diﬃcult and not feasible for physicians.
Secondly, ﬁnding a good transfer function in this
trial-and-error fashion is a very hard task, espe-
cially if physicians are interested in speciﬁc parts
of the volume. Hence, we have tried to ﬁnd an
alternative way which accounts for 3D interaction
and is not possible on desktop-based systems.
Figure 2: Transfer function speciﬁcation with
piecewise linear functions.
4 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
As volume visualization as well as surface visual-
ization are integrated into the LSPS, the former is
mainly used to get context information of the orig-
inal unsegmented dataset. Two diﬀerent aspects
are taken into account for volume visualization.
Firstly, diﬀerent predeﬁned intensity-based trans-
fer functions should be provided which allow an
eﬃcient way of visualizing volume parts of simi-
lar intensity values. Secondly, we introduce a new
spatial-dependent transfer function which allows
to highlight volumes of interest. By setting an ar-
bitrary point-of-interest within the volume, a dis-
tance map is calculated which in turn inﬂuencesthe opacity of neighboring voxels. To our knowl-
edge, this kind of transfer function speciﬁcation is
a unique approach up to now. For the rest of this
section, these two methods are explained and the
technical details are described.
4.1 Intensity-Based Transfer Func-
tions
The idea behind our user-centric intensity-based
transfer function speciﬁcation is to provide pre-
deﬁned shapes which allow voxel highlighting of
similar intensity values. This is because in the
medical ﬁeld, physicians often like to see other
(not segmented but almost homogeneous) organs
as context information to segmented surface-based
meshes. The predeﬁned functions are controlled
by a peak value which represents a demanded in-
tensity threshold. Based on this peak value, the
following shape functions can be applied up to now
which have been proven to be useful within our
environment:
Box shape
Tent shape
Gaussian shape
Table 1: Diﬀerent shapes for predeﬁned transfer
functions.
Each shape uses the peak value as the position for
the function’s amplitude which can be in range
[0..255]. Therefore, the peak must be representa-
tive value. As it would be hard to specify the peak
value by hand, we have designed a method which
allows an easy peak selection. As already pointed
out, original CT intensity values are displayed on
the backside of the panel. By moving the panel
through the volume, an arbitrary peak value can
be selected using the pencil (see Figure 9). As the
intensity value of one voxel is not representative,
the peak value also considers neighboring voxels.
This is done by calculating the median value of
the intensity values for the selected voxel and of
its 26-connected voxel intensity values. If more
than one peak value is selected, the maximum of
all function values is used as opacity value in over-
lapping areas (see Figure 3)
Figure 3: Example of two overlapped shape func-
tions.
4.1.1 Texture-Based Transfer Function
Lookup
As we use 3D texture-based volume rendering, the
transfer function is also stored on the graphics
card memory. Therefore, low-level texture shaders
are used in order to implement the transfer func-
tion as a lookup table. By using diﬀerent texture
units (ARB multitexture OpenGL extension) the
intensity volume buﬀer and the lookup table are
stored in two consecutive units. A shader program
allows a dependent texture lookup. This means in
particular, that the result of the previous texture
lookup is used as texture coordinates for the sub-
sequent texture fetch. We have used the dependent
alpha-red shader program, where red and alpha
values from the previous texture deﬁne 2D tex-
ture coordinates for the dependent texture fetch.
Due to this mechanism, transfer function replace-
ment is very fast. If the user selects diﬀerent peak
values, only the lookup table must be updated.
4.2 Spatial-based Transfer Function
Additionally to common intensity-based transfer
functions, we introduce a new mapping possibility
which has not been explored in volume rendering
so far. This idea has been born while implement-
ing the AR peak selection method. Apart from the
intensity value of the selected voxel, we also con-
sider the current pen position as a reference point
within the volume. According to this reference
point, a distance map is generated which reﬂects
the Euclidean distance from each voxel to this ref-
erence point. If multiple reference points (r1..rn)
are speciﬁed the distance value dist of voxel v iscalculated according to the following formula:
distv = min(kr1−posvk,kr2−posvk,...,krn−posvk)
This information is stored as an additional 3D tex-
ture in a separate unit. Figure 4 shows a sample
color coded distance map where two diﬀerent ref-
erence points are speciﬁed.
Figure 4: Sample color coded distance map show-
ing two diﬀerent reference points.
A distance function (spatial-based transfer func-
tion) can be assigned which controls the impact of
the distance map on the volume buﬀer. Similar to
the intensity-based transfer function, the spatial-
based transfer is also implemented as a dependent
texture lookup table.
A various number of shapes can be applied as dis-
tance function. However during experiments, two
diﬀerent shapes turned out to be useful. The ﬁrst
one is a linear function which is controlled by a cer-
tain threshold. Opacity values farther away from
the reference point are getting darker. The second
one is a step function where alpha values beyond
a certain threshold are culled oﬀ (see Figure 5).
Figure 5: Two feasible distance functions.
4.3 Final Transfer Function
Pipeline
The problem now is to combine these two pre-
sented one-dimensional transfer functions on the
graphics card. Firstly, the intensity buﬀer is
loaded as a 3D texture into the ﬁrst texture
unit. A selected intensity-based transfer function
is stored as a 2D dependent texture into the sec-
ond unit. According to the reference point po-
sition, a distance map is calculated and also up-
loaded to the graphics texture memory as a 3D
texture on unit 3. The selected distance function
resides as a 2D texture in unit 4. After all texture
fetches, we have two 2D and two 3D textures in
the graphics memory. Finally, the alpha value of
unit 1 must be multiplied with the output of unit
4 by using register combiners (see Figure 6).
5 REVISED USER INTER-
ACTION
After explaining the main components of our
methods, all parts are joined together to show
their use within an AR environment. As one of
our goals is to allow an easy and fast transfer func-
tion speciﬁcation, we have redesigned the existing
panel which is now reduced to few simple widgets
(see Figure 8). Two diﬀerent sliders are necessary
to parameterize the amplitude and the peak value
for the intensity-based transfer function. An ad-
ditional slider controls the threshold value for the
distance function. The adjusted functions are dis-
played on the panel.
Figure 7: User interaction for transfer function
speciﬁcation.Figure 6: Multi-texturing using texture shader and register combiners.
Figure 8: New panel design.
Figure 7 illustrates the speciﬁc tasks which are
necessary to apply intensity-based as well as
spatial-dependent transfer functions on direct vol-
ume rendering. Firstly, the user has to select the
desired shape function which should be used for
each domain. Then, the panel must be moved
through the CT volume where intensity values are
projected on the panel according to the panel’s
orientation. If the desired position is found, the
intensity value (peak) is selected by moving the
pen towards the panel and by pressing the but-
ton on the pen (see Figure 9). The previous se-
lected shape functions for both domains are then
applied immediately. Moreover, additional peak
values can be deﬁned in the same manner.
6 RESULTS
The methods presented in this paper are inte-
grated into our liver surgery planning system.
Figure 9: Selecting the peak value by using the
context information on the panel.
By using a pencil and a panel as input devices,
intensity-based and spatial-dependent transfer
functions can easily and interactively be deﬁned
within the AR environment. A nVidia Quadro4
900 XGL is used which supports quad-buﬀered
stereo and 3D textures. This allows to use direct
volume rendering at interactive frame-rates.
The AR pictures in Figure 1, 1, 8, and 9 are taken
by using a tracked camera which captures the real
and the virtual scene at the same time. The pic-
ture plate on the last page (Figures 10, 11, 12)
presents some screenshots of diﬀerent volume ren-
dered datasets where all presented methods have
been applied.
7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new user-centric Aug-
mented Reality approach for specifying predeﬁned
as well as spatial-dependent transfer functions. By
using a pencil, interaction with the volume is keptvery easy and intuitive. Parameters of predeﬁned
shape functions can be modiﬁed by using sliders
on the panel. Compared to our previous panel in-
teraction, transfer function speciﬁcation is much
simpler now. However, an evaluation must be ini-
tiated in order to validate our approach.
Additionally, a new concept of taking spatial in-
formation into account has also been discussed.
This allows to outline volumes of interest not by
modifying the original dataset but by adding an
additional transfer function.
For future work, we plan to include color support
into this framework. Additionally, improvements
for calculating the distance map are planned,
where the map will be calculated directly on the
GPU using higher-level shading languages.
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Figure 10: Teddy dataset (128x128x62): intensity-based (a) tent function, peak: 70, width: 78, am-
plitude: 255, (b) box function, peak: 39, width: 12, amplitude: 32 (c) gauss function, peak: 43, width:
0.029, amplitude: 64.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11: Teddy dataset (128x128x62): spatial-dependent (a) tent function, peak: 70, width: 84,
amplitude: 255, (b) linear distance function, peak: 70, width: 84, amplitude: 255, threshold: 30, (c) step
distance function, peak: 70, width: 84, amplitude: 255, threshold: 20.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Thorax CT dataset (256x256x96): (a) gauss function, peak: 212, width: 0.002, amplitude:
32, (b) step distance function to point out left kidney, peak: 70, width: 84, amplitude: 255, threshold: 15,
(c) 2 step distance functions to point out both kidneys, peak: 70, width: 84, amplitude: 255, threshold:
15.